
An opportunity to invest in Hampton by Hilton™     





A new kind of economy hotel
...and a new opportunity to invest
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Introducing Hampton by Hilton
Offering style, consistency and friendly service to value-wise
travelers, our Hampton by Hilton brand delivers a unique
proposition to the economy hotel market:

Strong. Simple. Successful.
The definition of the Hampton by Hilton brand describes our
commitment to helping you reach peak performance – not
only in the short-term, but throughout the life of the property.

Strong brand
As the single most successful focused-service hotel chain in the US, all Hampton hotels offer
style with an emphasis on value, adhering to higher standards of quality and consistency.

Simple set-up
Our ‘kit of parts’ approach allows for flexibility with quality control. Supported by
The Hilton Engine, it’s simple for owners to succeed.

Successful foundations
Our industry leading occupancy, rate and RevPAR* are supported by cross-sell revenue
from other Hilton Worldwide hotels and global awareness of the Hilton name.

*RevPAR = Revenue Per Available Room

Great quality at an economy price

Hampton by Hilton Liverpool City Centre



We love having 
you here™

After more than twenty-five years
of consistent service, Hampton has
earned the distinction of being
known as an outstanding brand.

By always looking through our
customers’ eyes and delivering
what they want, unconditionally,
we ensure guests continually
choose us.
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Value

Service

Consistency

100%
Hampton
Guarantee

Four pillars of strength

Our branded amenities offer the essentials guests truly want and need.
Ensuring repeat visits and high occupancy, the attractive price includes
a hot breakfast, high-speed internet access, 200-threadcount linens,
quality toiletries and morning papers. Unexpected, complimentary extras
offer value which is the prime enabler for segment-leading rates and
market share.

While your guests enjoy genuinely friendly service from your 
    well-trained staff, you receive continuous, responsive service from
the Hampton by Hilton brand team (industry experts with open
lines of communication). You'll benefit from their innovative
research and development, design and construction assistance,
marketing, advertising and PR, plus the support of The Hilton
Engine for the smooth running of your hotel.

We know what works. Delivering a consistent experience builds guest
loyalty. Our tried and tested brand, service and set-up make start-up
simple and error-free. And you’ll receive all the support you need,
through our experience, expertise and ability to draw on the resources
and vast market knowledge inherent within the Hilton Worldwide
portfolio of brands. 

Friendly service, clean rooms, comfortable surroundings, every time.
But what does our guarantee mean to you? We’re so confident in our
high-spec hotels and staff training, it’s reassurance we can give without
risk. Positive payout ratio via increased loyalty and word-of-mouth
prove this guarantee is a huge revenue driver for you, while
encouraging your staff to excel.
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A new kind of economy hotel-design and an
experience that is unique and differentiated
versus competitors in the segment:

• Flexible amounts of meeting space 
to suit the local market

• Focused food and beverage offering 
to suit market needs

• Hands-on management

• Operates with 25–30 full-time 
employees

• Operating environment and focus to 
support significant profit margins

Public Areas
Our public areas are designed to be innovative
with a variety of uses, providing engaging zoned
lobby spaces rather than the ‘cafeteria’ feel of
many competitive products. Each property has a
unique focal point that reinforces the Hampton
by Hilton brand and our service promise;
emphasizing the functionality and global
diversity via an eclectic mix of furnishing styles
that reflect both a timeless quality and local
design influence.

Cost effective to build and to operate

Our international prototype offers smart and efficient design through a unique 
‘kit of parts’ approach allowing for consistent flexibility and quality control for new
builds or conversions. 



Bedroom
A focus on comfort and injecting a local influence
whilst maintaining the brand envelope:

• Proprietary Cloud Nine bedding experience

• Practical desk and ergonomic desk chair

• Proprietary sofa sleeper/sectional (cozy 
relaxation corner plus comfortable double 
bed sofa sleeper)

• Flat panel TV (26”)

• Lap desk (working surface)

Bathroom
A crisp, clean and contemporary look that
delivers the ‘wow’ factor:

• Vanity as furniture

• Modern shower with glass enclosure and 
adjustable showerhead 

• Upscale finishes 

• Attention to detail

Every guest room offers an unexpected style and quality at an economy price. 

More for your guests
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Why choose Hilton Worldwide
Every hotel within the Hilton Worldwide portfolio
of brands is powered by The Hilton Engine. 
The Hilton Engine is a suite of industry leading
tools and resources that support and drive 
our hotels. 

Comprising Distribution, Sales & Marketing,
Global Brand Services, OnQ Technology and
Hilton HHonors, it is what sets us apart from 
the competition and ensures the continued
success of our properties.
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Sales & Marketing
• 30 International Sales Offices

• Global size and presence gives increased negotiating power, 
higher-level access and more influential customer relationships

• Specialist global Corporate, Leisure, MICE and Global / Specialist 
Travel Agent sales teams enable manning reductions of property 
based sales managers

Global Brand Services
• Quality Assurance – Protecting brand values through comprehensive

on-site evaluations

• Market Research – Providing actionable insights into customer needs,
expectations and market behavior

• Brand Training – Providing all brand required and optional educational
opportunities in order to instill consistency in brand standards

Distribution
• Network of 9 Reservation Centers providing 24-hour multi-language

global coverage: over 35 million telephone calls handled annually
generating over $3 billion per year

• Over 20 industry-leading proprietary websites generating in excess 
of over $4 billion per year

• Distribution agreements with key global and local intermediaries
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Hilton HHonors

Hilton HHonors
• Award-winning guest recognition and reward

program – providing on average over 40% of 
a hotel’s occupancy

• The lowest cost program in the industry

• 25 million members spread over 230
countries and territories of which 9 million
stay with us more than twice a year

Technology – OnQ
• A unique suite of integrated

hospitality management applications
that automate all business and
property management functions in a
hotel – designed for Hilton, by Hilton

• Enhances customer loyalty; enabling
consistent guest recognition across
all Hilton Worldwide hotels before,
during and after a stay

• Drives RevPar premiums by
exposing more inventory to 
the demand using centralized
distribution channels, feeding 
third party distributors, 
advanced purchase 
opportunities and reservations

• Optimizes productivity; reducing
workload redundancies and
providing the industry’s most 
robust business intelligence
reporting system 

Experience the power of The Hilton Engine
Shared resources between all Hilton Worldwide hotels
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Hampton by Hilton
at a glance
With so many convenient locations
and unexpected extras, the friendly
and quality-focused approach of
Hampton by Hilton is creating
development opportunities. From
the moment they walk through the
door, our guests experience great
value with complimentary extras that
make them come back time and
time again.

Hampton by Hilton Liverpool City Centre
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Hilton Worldwide
Development Offices 

Europe & Africa
Maple Court, Reeds 
Crescent, Watford, 
Hertfordshire, WD24 4QQ, UK
Tel +44 (0)20 7856 8137
development.europe@hilton.com

Middle East & Asia Pacific
103 Penang Road, #09-01/07
Vision Crest Commercial
Singapore 238467
Tel +65 6833 9730
development.singapore@hilton.com

Worldwide Headquarters
7930 Jones Branch Drive, Suite 1100, 
McLean, VA 22102, USA
Tel +1 (703) 833 1000

hiltondevelopment.com
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